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U(2) Is Right for Leptons and Left for Quarks
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We posit that the distinct patterns observed in fermion masses and mixings are due to a minimally broken
Uð2Þqþe flavor symmetry acting on left-handed quarks and right-handed charged leptons, giving rise to an

accidental Uð2Þ5 symmetry at the renormalizable level without imposing selection rules on the Weinberg
operator. We show that the symmetry can be consistently gauged by explicit examples and comment on
realizations in SU(5) unification. Via a model-independent analysis of a standard model viewed as an
effective field theory, we find that selection rules due to Uð2Þqþe enhance the importance of charged lepton

flavor violation as a probe, where significant experimental progress is expected in the near future.
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Introduction.—The pattern of quark and lepton masses
and their mixings under the weak nuclear force is peculiar:
The masses of up quarks, down quarks, and charged leptons
exhibit a generational hierarchy, and the Cabibbo–
Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) matrix [1] is conspicuously
close to the unit matrix, showcasing a suppressed intergen-
erational mixing. On the contrary, neutrinos exhibit totally
different behavior, as the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–
Sakata (PMNS) matrix [2] establishes significant mixing.
The complete spectrum of neutrino masses remains elusive
due to the unmeasured absolute mass scale (≲10−6me) and
mass ordering, leading to ambiguities between hierarchical
and quasidegenerate (or anarchic) scenarios.
Within the context of the standard model (SM) viewed as

an effective field theory (SMEFT), there exists a compel-
ling explanation for the stark difference between the masses
of neutrinos and charged fermions: neutrino masses arise
from a higher-dimensional Weinberg operator [3]. Yet, the
SM fails to explain the observed hierarchy in charged
fermion masses and the relative order in the CKM versus
the apparent anarchy in the PMNS.
The spectrum of charged fermions can be traced back to

their renormalizable interaction with a single Higgs field.
These interactions are characterized by three distinct 3 × 3
Yukawa matrices: Yu, Yd, and Ye. At the heart of the flavor
puzzle lies the observation that the eigenvalues of these
matrices manifest differences spanning 2 orders of

magnitude between consecutive generations. This distinct
behavior is consistently reflected across all three sectors, u,
d, and e. Moreover, a striking feature is the approximate
alignment observed between Yu and Yd, as they are
ostensibly independent matrices within the SM. These
consistent patterns and alignments strongly suggest the
need for an explanatory framework beyond the SM.
Work on longstanding puzzles in flavor physics is experi-

encing a resurgence, invigorated by an extensive, ongoing
experimental program set to reach its zenith this decade. This
renewed attention stems from the potential revelation of
indirect effects of heavy new physics (NP) originating from
scales well beyond the direct accessibility of the LHC, which
has already reached its designed collision energy. Such
effects couldmanifest in phenomena like rare flavor-changing
neutral currents (FCNC), charged lepton flavor violation
(cLFV), and electric dipole moments (EDMs), all of
which will experience considerable experimental advance-
ments [4–18]. Selection rules will likely govern the observed
flavor patterns and, if so, will determine the NP effects these
experiments might detect. Here, we identify a potential origin
of flavor hierarchies and study the correlated pattern of
deviations in precision measurements due to indirect short-
distance effects captured by the SMEFT.
The SM Yukawa couplings contain limited information

about the violation of the full Uð3Þ5 flavor symmetry of
the fermion kinetic terms. We adopt the perspective that
the observed approximate symmetries may be largely
accidental. Specifically, we impose a non-Abelian flavor
symmetry group Uð2Þqþe that realizes the distinct flavor
patterns observed in the quark and lepton sectors [19]. By
enforcing this symmetry on the SM viewed as an EFT, the
renormalizable Lagrangian inadvertently respects a larger
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accidental symmetry, Uð2Þ5 [36–43]. The symmetry, there-
fore, predicts large, unsuppressed masses for the third
generation of all charged fermions, while the light gen-
erations remain essentially massless.
However, only Uð2Þqþe is respected beyond the renor-

malizable level, so the setup addresses flavor hierarchies in
charged fermions without imprinting the same into the
neutrino sector. The crucial point is that Uð2Þqþe does not
enforce selection rules on the Weinberg operator, sug-
gesting an anarchic PMNS matrix. The ultraviolet (UV)
origins of this symmetry will be explored later.
The minimal breaking of Uð2Þqþe → Uð1Þq1þe1 via a

single spurion doublet predicts a massive second and
massless first generation, explaining the hierarchy between
them. Including a subdominant second spurion doublet
ensures that the first generation is not left massless. As a
result, not only are the masses between generations
hierarchical, but left-handed quark mixings also follow
the ratio of masses, which produces the observed CKM
matrix. Our setup also justifies why the hierarchy between
generations is common to up- and down-type quarks, as
well as charged leptons.
Symmetry behind fermion masses and mixings.—We

charge left-handed quarks and right-handed charged lep-
tons under a global Uð2Þqþe ≡ SUð2Þqþe × Uð1Þqþe
symmetry. The flavor triplets decompose as qp ¼ qα ⊕
q3 ∼ 21 ⊕ 10 and ep ¼ eα ⊕ e3 ∼ 21 ⊕ 10, whereas all
other SM fields are singlets under the new symmetry.
Here α ¼ 1, 2 designates the SUð2Þqþe index. In the
minimal scenario, Uð2Þqþe is broken by two spurions
Vα
1;2 ∼ 21. We identify Vα

2 ¼ ð0; aÞ and Vα
1 ¼ ðb; 0Þ.[44]

Generation hierarchies are explained with the assumption
1 ≫ a ≫ b > 0.
The symmetric Yukawa couplings are

L ⊃ −
�
xpuq̄3 þ ypu q̄αVα

2 þ zpu q̄αVα
1

�
H̃up

−
�
xpd q̄

3 þ ypdq̄αV
α
2 þ zpd q̄αV

α
1

�
Hdp

− lpH
�
xpe e3 þ ypeV�

2αe
α þ zpeV�

1αe
α
�þ H:c:; ð1Þ

including insertions of the spurions. The couplings
xpf ; y

p
f ; z

p
f with f ¼ fu; d;lg and p ¼ f1; 2; 3g are

expected to be of the same order, say Oð0.3Þ. Using
Uð3Þu × Uð3Þd × Uð3Þl transformations to remove
unphysical parameters, the SM Yukawa matrices can be
put into a triangular form, e.g.,

Yu ¼

0

B@

zu1b zu2b zu3b

yu2a yu3a

xu3

1

CA ¼ LuŶuR
†
u ð2Þ

for the up-type quarks. The products of singular value
decompositions are the positive diagonal matrices Ŷf and
unitary rotation matrices Lf, Rf.

The triangular form of the Yukawa matrices with
hierarchies between the rows (columns) for quarks
(charged leptons) admits perturbative diagonalization as
demonstrated in Supplemental Material [45]. The Higgs
couplings to the mass eigenstates (Ŷf) are given by the
diagonal values of the coupling matrices (Yf) to the leading
order. Meanwhile, the expected sizes of the mixing angles
are determined by the corresponding mass ratios. The down
quark mass hierarchy is compressed compared with the
up-type quarks on account of the smallness of the bottom
quark mass. Thus, the resulting CKM matrix, L†

uLd, is
expected to be dominated by the down-type rotation. It is
approximately unity, while the size of the off diagonal
elements agrees well with the ratio of down quark masses.
We show a numerical benchmark in Supplemental Material
[45] that demonstrates that generation hierarchies can be
explained by the hierarchical spurions [48].
We can now appreciate why a minimally broken Uð2Þqþe

economically explains the observed flavor patterns. A
Uð2Þq symmetry is sufficient to produce the hierarchies
of the quark masses while ensuring a near-identity CKM
matrix. On the other hand, a Uð2Þl symmetry is unsuited
for the lepton sector: in analogy with the quark symmetry, it
would tend to generate a near-identity PMNS matrix in
contradiction with observation. Instead, Uð2Þe stands out as
a good explanation of the charged lepton mass hierarchies
without restricting the PMNS mixing. Finally, the quark
and lepton hierarchies being similar lends itself to the
identification of the two symmetries: Uð2Þq ¼ Uð2Þe. In
this respect, Uð2Þqþe represents the minimal choice; how-
ever, additionally, charging up-type quarks can be benefi-
cial (cf. a GUT-inspired variant).
Readers might wonder about the U(1) factor. In its

absence, there would exist Yukawa couplings to both Vα
i

and Ṽα
i ¼ εαβV�

iα, which would wash out the hierarchy
between the first and second generation fermions. Some
U(1) factor is required to explain all the hierarchies;
however, there are many possible variations.
Let us reiterate that no selection rules are imposed on the

Weinberg operator, lplrHH. Here, the dimension-5
Weinberg operator, or higher-dimensional Weinberg-like
operators, serves as a placeholder for a neutrino mass
generation, and we do not need to commit to a particular
model. The essence lies in the absence of selection rules for
left-handed leptons, starkly contrasting the restrictions
present when applying Uð2Þl [20]. Here, we instead
elegantly reconcile charged fermions with neutrinos.
Uð2Þqþe selection rules in the SMEFT.—While the

Uð2Þqþe symmetry is indistinguishable from Uð2Þ5 in
the renormalizable SM, it produces vastly different selec-
tion rules for UV physics. We use the SMEFTas a proxy for
high-scale NP to study the general implications of the
symmetry. Imposing Uð2Þqþe on the SMEFT organizes a
power counting in the spurion insertions.
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Excluding baryon number violation, the largest scales
are probed by flavor- and CP-violating observables. We
have identified four different sources of flavor violation in
our setup: (1) symmetry-unprotected operators involving
right-handed quarks and left-handed leptons, which
are singlets under Uð2Þqþe; (2) flavor-transferring operators
[49] where the Uð2Þqþe quantum numbers flow from qα

to eα without extra suppression; (3) flavor violation from
the perturbative rotations that bring the SM fermions from
the interaction to the mass basis; and (4) direct insertions of
the spurions V1;2 in the SMEFT.
We expect that the rotations dominate over direct spurion

insertions for observables involving left-handed down
quarks and right-handed charged leptons. As previously
mentioned, the smallness of yb and yτ enhances the size of
the rotations, which we would otherwise expect to be of the
same size as direct spurion insertions. In our numerical
analysis, neglecting Oð1Þ constants, we consider the
perturbative left-handed down quark rotation Ld ¼ VCKM,

left-handed up quark rotation Lf12;13;23g
u ¼ fb=a; b; ag, and

right-handed charged lepton rotation Rij
e ¼ mei=mej (i ≤ j)

applied to Uð2Þqþe–symmetric operators, all evaluated at
the scale μ ¼ 1 PeV [50].
Without specifying a UV completion, we systematically

examine each operator within the Warsaw basis one by
one [51], deriving the present experimental constraints by
adopting theUð2Þqþe flavor structure.We report limits on the
effective scale Λeff , L ⊃ ð1=Λ2

effÞO, ensuring that the oper-
ator O includes the relevant flavor suppression. We also
incorporate a loop suppression factor for dipole operators, as
suggested by perturbative UV completions. The procedure
similarly applies toMinimal FlavorViolation (MFV) [52] and
flavor anarchy scenarios to provide comparative benchmarks.
The most sensitive indirect experimental probes can be

organized into the categories ΔF ¼ 2 [53], cLFV [54,55],

and EDMs [18,56,57], and we collect the reported limits
from these references. The resulting limits on the effective
scales for various operators are shown in Fig. 1. Operators
are specified by a Wilson coefficient, adopting the notation
of Ref. [51], with the flavor indices that exhibit the
strongest bounds.
Figure 1 can be succinctly summarized as follows: First,

operators involving only the fields l, u, d, or flavor
transfers of the form q̄αeα are not suppressed by
Uð2Þqþe and, therefore, exhibit the same bounds as the
flavor anarchy scenario. The same is true for flavor-
violating l, u, or d currents that multiply flavor-conserving
currents of any species, e.g., ½Clq�1211 contributing to μ → e
conversions or ½Cle�2111 producing μ → 3e. On the other
hand, flavor-violating q currents are CKM suppressed,
resulting in MFV-like bounds for 4q operators and mod-
erate suppression in mixed 2q operators. Similarly, flavor-
violating e currents are Re suppressed; for example, μ → 3e
from Oee arises only via ½R†

e�23½Re�31 ∝ memμ=m2
τ .

Chirality-flipping operators built from le, q̄u, or q̄d
break Uð2Þqþe and come suppressed compared to anarchy.
Examples include dipole operators, as well as scalar
and tensor four-fermion operators. Especially, the small
left-handed up quark rotation gives a strong suppression in

q̄u combinations. An interesting case is the ½Oð3Þ
lequ�1133

operator, which gives large contributions to electron EDM
via renormalization group mixing involving the top
Yukawa [58].
The SMEFT analysis provides a useful guideline for the

expected pattern of deviations. Figure 1 illustrates that
Uð2Þqþe gives large suppression for many operators com-
pared with anarchy. In particular, this is the case for the
strongest bounds from the electron EDM, μ → eγ, and
ΔF ¼ 2, so we may expect a lower NP scale than in
anarchic models [59]. The suppression puts these bounds

FIG. 1. Comparative constraints on SMEFT operators from flavor and CP violation: minimally broken Uð2Þqþe (blue), MFV (green),
flavor anarchy (red). Here, Q ¼ q, u, d and L ¼ l; e. See the main text for details.
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on the same footing as those from other cLFV processes
such as μ → e conversion, KL → μe, and μ → 3e that are
largely unsuppressed and are therefore more competitive in
our scenario. This is especially interesting in light of the
expected future sensitivity of the Mu3e [17], Mu2e [12],
COMET [13], and ACME [15,18] experiments, which will
push the sensitivity of μ → 3e, μ → e conversions, and the
electron EDM to NP by order of magnitude in the effective
scale relative to current bounds.
Gauged SUð2Þqþe completions.—When looking for

renormalizable UV explanations of the Uð2Þqþe symmetry,
we are drawn to consider gauging the non-Abelian compo-
nent. Thus, we extend the SM gauge symmetry to
SUð3Þc×SUð2ÞL×Uð1ÞY×SUð2Þqþe, where the fermions
are charged under SUð2Þqþe as described above Eq. (2).
Additional chiral fermions are needed to ensure anomaly
cancellation. An expedient, but not unique, choice of
anomalons [62] features a right-handed Ψα

R ∼ ð1; 1;þ2; 2Þ
and two copies of left-handed Ψi

L ∼ ð1; 1;þ2; 1Þ, with
i ¼ 1, 2 marking a flavor index. A scalar field
Φα ∼ ð1; 1; 0; 2Þ induces spontaneous breaking of the
SUð2Þqþe symmetry via its vacuum expectation value
(VEV), jhΦij ¼ vΦ. In scenarios where vΦ ≫ vEW, the
associated gauge bosons become sufficiently massive,
skirting experimental detection, as detailed subsequently.
Likewise, the anomalons become massive due to
L ⊃ −ηiΨ̄RΦΨi

L − η̃iΨ̄RΦ̃ψ i
L, where Φ̃≡ ϵΦ� [65].

The selection rules implied by the extended gauge
symmetry allow for Higgs Yukawa interactions only with
q3 and e3, predicting massive third and massless
light generations of charged fermions. Introducing a single
copy of vectorlike fermions QL;R ∼ ð3; 2; 1

6
; 1Þ and EL;R ∼

ð1; 1;−1; 1Þ with masses MQ and ME, respectively, allows
for additional Higgs interactions L ⊃ −ypuQ̄ H̃ up −
ypdQ̄Hdp − ypelpHE, where p ¼ 1, 2, 3. Other important
renormalizable interactions are with the Φ field,
L ⊃ −κqq̄ΦQ − κ̃qq̄ Φ̃Q − κeēΦE − κ̃eē Φ̃E. Integrating
out heavy vectorlike fermions at tree level predicts effective
Yukawa matrices of rank 2, giving a mass only to the
second family, leading to an accidentalUð1Þ5 symmetry for
the first family matter fields. Assuming for simplicity that
κq=κ̃q ¼ κe=κ̃e [66], and MQ ¼ Me, the spurion Vα

2 intro-
duced above Eq. (1) is identified with

Vα
2 ¼

κq
MQ

hΦαi þ κ̃q
MQ

hΦ̃αi: ð3Þ

Numerically,MQ ¼ ME ≈ 100vΦ explains the2–3hierarchy.
Finally, there are multiple options for generating mass for

the first family. Trivially, introducing heavier copies of Q
and Ewould induce a suppressed Vα

1 spurion. Alternatively,
a set of heavy scalarsΦ0 andH0 (same quantum numbers as
Φ and H) that do not get VEVs can radiatively generate
masses for the first family. In particular, the new scalars run

in the loop together with the vectorlike fermions Q or E
already present for the second family. This is facilitated by
quartic interactions such as Φ†Φ0H†H0. The resulting
effective Higgs Yukawas for the first family will be sup-
pressed by a loop factor with respect to those for the second
family. The SM flavor structure is rather robust since it is
largely insensitive to the spectrum of heavy scalars Φ0 and
H0 as long as they are lighter thanQ, E (or comparable). An
alternative UV completion could utilize anomalons in the
loop to produce dim-5 Yukawa operators for both the first
and second generation, removing the need for vectorlike
fermions. This path would require extra scalar leptoquarks
running in the loop. Various options call for future explo-
ration of different UV completions.
In all cases, the irreducible phenomenological implica-

tion of a gauged model is the tree-level exchange of Z0
bosons, resulting in the generation of Oqq, Oee, and Oqe

operators. Although Oqq and Oee are notably suppressed,
as depicted in Fig. 1, Oqe induces substantial μ → e
conversion and the decay KL → μe. This imposes a current
lower bound on the symmetry-breaking scale of vΦ ≳ PeV
[20,49]. As previously mentioned, significant improvement
is expected in the NP sensitivity of μ → e conversions by
the MU2e and COMET experiments, making them the
leading probe of such models with a reach of up to 10 PeV.
A GUT-inspired variant.—Another global flavor sym-

metry closely related to Uð2Þqþe has an attractive realiza-
tion in SU(5) grand unified theories (GUTs) [67]. Let only
the first two generations of the matter representation 10α

(α ¼ 1, 2) form a doublet of U(2). Then the right-handed
up-type quarks are embedded along with q and e, extending
the flavor symmetry to Uð2Þ10 ≡ Uð2Þqþecþuc . All lepton
doublets and right-handed down-type quarks, contained in
the 5̄’s, are singlets under Uð2Þ10, explaining the anarchic
PMNS mixing compatible with the hierarchical charged
fermion masses and the CKM mixing. This elegant option
was not explored in the previous literature on U(2) flavor
symmetries in GUTs [21–25], which, by charging left-
handed leptons, introduces unwanted hierarchies in the
neutrino sector that has to be corrected with an additional
structure.
With the 10α forming doublets under Uð2Þ10, the up- and

charm-quarkYukawa couplings (fromViαVjβ10α10β5H) are
doubly suppressed by spurion insertions, whereas the top
Yukawa coupling is unsuppressed. On the contrary, the light
family down-type quark and charged lepton Yukawas
(Viα5̄10α5�H) receive only a single spurion suppression,
effectively explaining the compressed hierarchy compared
with the up-quark sector. The predicted structure of the left-
handed rotation matrices is now similar for the up- and
down-type quarks. At this point, the only unexplained
structure is the overall normalization of the down-type
quark and charged leptonmasses. This is naturally explained
by an additional symmetry acting universally on the 5̄p
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(p ¼ 1, 2, 3). The simplest example is presumably a Z2

symmetry where the 5̄p and a spurion VZ are odd, while all
other fields are even. A plausible dynamical realization is a
type-II two-Higgs doublet model with hierarchical VEVs,
i.e., large tan β. Remarkably, this scenario produces all
fermionmasses andmixings fromOð1Þ interactions, includ-
ing the smallness of yb and yτ [68].
The analogous SMEFT analysis differs from the one

reported in Fig. 1, particularly for the operators involving
up-type quarks. In addition, we note that SUð2Þ10 can be
gauged without introducing chiral anomalies, leaving the
realistic model construction for future work.
Outlook and Conclusions.—With an eye to the future,

taking Uð2Þqþe [or Uð2Þqþecþuc] flavor symmetry as a new
starting point opens up various unexplored routes. As
discussed above, this involves UV completions where
the symmetry is gauged, investigating its variants with
different U(1) factors and extending to the next layer, e.g.,
in the context of GUTs. Furthermore, its implications for
SMEFT analyses with flavor symmetries, predictions for
soft supersymmetry breaking terms, proton decay, etc., will
be interesting to study. We have illustrated some of the
initial ideas in Secs. III and IV.
In closing, we have shown that the distinct patterns

observed in fermionmasses and mixings could point toward
a unifying Uð2Þqþe [or Uð2Þqþecþuc] flavor symmetry, from
which the approximate Uð2Þ5 symmetry in the SM Yukawa
couplings emerges accidentally. By charging light-family
left-handed quarks and right-handed leptons under a min-
imally broken U(2), we obtain an explanation for the
generation hierarchies in charged fermion masses and the
CKM mixing while simultaneously imposing no selection
rules on the Weinberg operator. The latter feature allows for
small neutrino masses and predicts large (anarchic) mixing.
As shown in Fig. 1, our symmetry suppresses NP contri-
butions to the most sensitive SMEFT operators, making
certain cLFV processes more competitive. Intriguingly,
improved measurements of μ → 3e, μ → e conversions,
and the electron EDM planned in the near future will push
the sensitivity to the NP scale by 1 order of magnitude.
Hopefully, new clues will illuminate a path forward, casting
light on our quest to unravel the origins of flavor.
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